
Word Problems :: Simple Addition - sums to 100
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Two groups of fish were swimming around the island.  The 

first group had seventy one fish and the second group had 

twenty fish.  How many fish in all were swimming around the 

island?

Jim had a tank full of tropical fish.  He had thirty three neon 

tetra fish and thirty three guppies.  How many fish in all did 

Jim have in the tank?

Jane was counting carp swimming in a pond.  She counted 

fifteen orange carp and twenty two white carp.  How many 

carp did Jane count in all?

Louis was swimming in the ocean.  He saw fifteen coral fish 

and twenty six puffer fish.  How many fish did Louis see in all?

Forty two trout swam down the river.  Then another forty 

two trout followed them.  How many trout in all swam down 

the river?
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Two groups of fish were swimming around the island.  The first 

group had seventy one fish and the second group had twenty 

fish.  How many fish in all were swimming around the island?

Jim had a tank full of tropical fish.  He had thirty three neon 

tetra fish and thirty three guppies.  How many fish in all did 

Jim have in the tank?

Jane was counting carp swimming in a pond.  She counted 

fifteen orange carp and twenty two white carp.  How many 

carp did Jane count in all?

Louis was swimming in the ocean.  He saw fifteen coral fish 

and twenty six puffer fish.  How many fish did Louis see in all?

Forty two trout swam down the river.  Then another forty two 

trout followed them.  How many trout in all swam down the 

river?
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